School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology

Memorial Ceremony

Winthrop Hall

Friday, October 10, 2014 3pm
The University of Western Australia
and
The School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology
welcome you to this special
Memorial Service
Introduction

The School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology has been teaching anatomy for more than 50 years. Each semester, we have approximately 3000 students enrolled in the School’s teaching programs, undertaking studies in science, medicine, dentistry and podiatry. The School’s anatomical facilities are essential for training these students, as well as medical and allied health students at the other four Western Australian universities. We also work closely with the Clinical Training and Evaluation Centre (CTEC) in the presentation of professional training courses for health care professionals.

We are extremely grateful to those individuals who bequeath their mortal remains to the University, to further medical and scientific teaching and research. These donors have all come from within Western Australia. We recognise that their mortal remains, gifted to us as a final, profound gesture, are each unique and special. Through today’s ceremony, we celebrate the donors’ lives and acknowledge the benefit their gift provides to us all.

Inaugurated in 1999, this is the sixth Memorial Ceremony to be held by the School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology. We believe that a dedication of thanksgiving expressed in the presence of donors’ relatives, honoured guests and current students is the most appropriate way to acknowledge those who have donated their body to the University. Importantly, given the sensitivities of donors’ relatives and the diverse cultural and religious backgrounds of our many students, we believe a religious ceremony would not be appropriate. As such, this secular ceremony is one in which all those present can participate, with their private thoughts and interpretations, inclusively.
A feature of the ceremony is the ‘Reading of the Names’. Through this act, we acknowledge publicly donors over the three year period from 2011 to 2013. Each donor’s name has been inscribed in a *Book of Remembrance* that will be available for viewing in the Winthrop Hall foyer, after the ceremony, and is permanently housed in the School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology. (Although the latest addition of donors’ names is for the most recent three-year period, 2011-2013, the School welcomes requests from relatives to include the names of donors from earlier years. To request the inclusion of a donor’s name in the *Book of Remembrance*, please complete and return the form included at the back of this booklet.)

In addition to today’s ceremony, a Memorial Garden, in the immediate surrounds of the School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology, commemorates the gift made by the donors to the Body Bequest Program. The Memorial Garden was established through the generosity of the Tahija Family and features a bronze sculpture by renowned artist Hans Arkeveld. We invite all friends and relatives of donors to visit this special place of remembrance and reflection at any time.

The School and the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board have also established a designated garden at Karrakatta Cemetery to identify The University of Western Australia’s Body Bequest Program. Each year the ashes of donors not returned to the next of kin are interred in this garden and their names are inscribed on an annual plaque. Relatives are welcome to visit this garden at any time.

Your participation in this ceremony is very important to us and, on behalf of the School, I thank you for attending.

**Professor Shane Maloney**

**10 October 2014**
Order of Proceedings

**Prelude**  Various Works

**Procession**  Air on the G String (J.S. Bach)

**Welcome to Country**  Professor Len Collard

**Introduction**  Professor Shane Maloney
Head of School
School of Anatomy, Physiology
and Human Biology

**Welcome**  Professor Paul Johnson
Vice-Chancellor
The University of Western Australia

**Meditation**  Largo on Sibelius Finlandia (A.G. Pittorino)

**Address**  Professor Lyn Beazley AO
Honorary Institute of Advanced Studies
Distinguished Fellow
The University of Western Australia

**Act of Recognition**  Professor Dawn Freshwater
Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor
The University of Western Australia
Reading of the Names
Students
Bjarke Boisen (Science)
Pascale Brockman (Science)
Liz Edwards (Podiatry)
Andrew Garrett (Medicine)
Andreana Manifold (Medicine)
Claudia Marino (Dental)

Distribution of Flowers
Students
School of Anatomy, Physiology
and Human Biology

Vocal Quartet: Fifth Generation
Alyse Papineau, Fletch Cox, Gareth Hearne,
Ned Holland
Song: ‘Rachel’ by Trish Delaney-Brown

Recession
Elegy (G. Thalben-Ball)

Organ: Alessandro Pittorino

After the ceremony please make your way to
Whitfeld Court near The Undercroft of Winthrop Hall
Refreshments will be served
Donor Names 2011–2013

Raymond Kintore Abbott
Jean Amelia Adams
Ronald James Ayres
Lesley Elizabeth Baird
Peter Ian Beamond
Christian Gottfried Beidatsch
Clare Bettney
Anthony George Bizzaca
Pauline Barr Boan
Mary (Mollie) Florence Bow
George Bowden
Robert Marshall Bowen
Gilbert Harry Brewer
Rosemary Ruth Bridgement
Sylvia Burke
Noel Ian Campbell
Janette Frances Cappa
David Victor Carrier
Graham Reginald Cartwright
Joyce Mary Chapple
Louise Ching
Wilfred Leslie Clark
Henry Desmond Clark
Peter Clarke
Roy Frederick Claughton
Margaret May Nellie Clay
Fanny Aeronwen Cobill
Sidney Cohn

Gertrude Mary Cook
Debra Anne Cook
Gregory Alan Corner
Kenneth William Coton
Ian Douglas Cox
Maureen June Cunningham
Benjamin John Davies
Kenneth William Davis
Geoffrey Keith (Preferred)
    Dearnley
Rosemary Jean Donald
Beatrice Millicent Downs
Ewan George Wallace (Jack)
    Dunbar
Jack Earl
Richard Moreton Ellison
Thomas Samuel Royston Evans
Joan Christobel Fabricius
Hilda Mary Fairman
Georgina Nellie Firkin
Donald Foat
Jack Ford
Robert Forrester
Constance Ida Foxon
Betty Jean Gardiner
Jonathan James Garvey
Golda Joan Gordon
Henri Johannes Gout
George Ronald Graham
Frances Myra Gray
Florence Doris Greenland
Terry Grimshaw
Helene Carmen Rosine Marie Groves
Irene Elsie Gurney
Elly Hali
Ralph Arthur Hall
Sylvia Lillian Hall
Leo Denis Vaughan Hanly
Lewis Ronald Harding
Thomas Robert Hargreaves
Leslie Henry Harrison
Brigette Jill Hawthorne
Ian Douglas Hooper
Innes Robert Hounsell
Robert John Howard
Shirley Stewart Howe
Sheila Hussey
Pamela Betty Iddon
James Thomas Iles
Margaret Jenkins
Howard Trefor Jones
Brian Martin Jones
George Frederick Jones
Harry Wilfrid Everard Jones
Lynette Claire Kneen
Zolton (Peter) Kutos
Brian Charles Lally
Peter John Lander
Petar Lazic
Anne Lewin
Raymond Lewis
Christian Godlib Liebenberg
James Corfield Lissiman
William Frederick James Luckman
Teresa Dolores Mallon
Arthur William Martin
Irena Massen
Francis McAllister
Lillian McCormack
John Richard McDonald
Benjamin John Merrifield
Thelma Joan Mills
Cedric Richard Mitchell
Alan Mitchell
Desmond Roy Moore
Maria Helena Morley
Brian Thomas Mott
Pamela Charmaine Muhling
Rhoda Adelaide O'Hara
William O'Neil
Leonie Frances Oosterwaal
Ronald Leonard Otway
Sally Palmer
Lesley Elizabeth Parker
Graeme Ross Patroni
Eric Knowles Perry
Edwin Arthur Perry
Michael Graham Plaster
Reginald Stanley Podd
Gertrude Joyce Pansy Pollard
Moya Prangley
Gerald Barrie Prangley
Neville Ferguson Price
Charles Ernest Purcell
Irene Mary Quinn
Elizabeth Reilly
Newton Roberts
Howard Robinson
Malcolm Ross
Robert Donald Rumble
Constance Isabel Sawyer
Redmond John Scott
William Brown Scott
Gladys Evelyn Sendall
Patsy-June Sloan
Arthur William Smith
Ross Albert Smith
Frank Malcolm Smithson
Roy William Edwin Spence
Doreen Constance St Lawrence
Elizabeth Nancy Stainthorpe
William George Sunman
Jean Taylor
Rose Hannah Thom
Eric Alexander Thompson
Luke Joseph Thornett
Allan George Toogood
Michael Bredin Treasure
Jack True
Daniel Twomey
Maurice Edward Vaughan
Alfred Harley (known as Harley)
Vivian
Evelyn Walker
Dorothy Lorraine Wallace
Trevor John Walters
Stephanie Weiss
Bernardus Maria Westerburger
Robert Albert Lorenzo Whitaker
Renate White
Gordon Raymond Williams
Marie Williams
Hywel Sidney Williams
Lila Mavis Winn
Kenneth John Winters
William Frank Wreford
Mary Diana Wyse
Doreen Margaret Elizabeth Yardley
Warren Eric Young
Freda Zupec
Act of Recognition

On behalf of The University of Western Australia, and in particular the staff and students of the School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology, I hereby express formally, in this act of recognition, our gratitude for the gifts of human bodies, and our respect for those who have generously bequeathed their mortal remains so that we may study, learn and understand.

We recognise that there is something most special about the material that we handle and study. Each of these gifts represents a person with a history of growth from childhood, of a rich and varied life story, of health and illness, of joy and sadness, of human relationships, of intellectual and spiritual achievement.

Memories live on in those who have joined us in this celebration today.

We now pause for one minute in a small act of respect, remembrance and gratitude.
I hereby request the School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology at The University of Western Australia to include the name of the donor listed below in the Book of Remembrance in honour of those who have donated their body to the School to further medical and scientific teaching and research.

Name of Donor ____________________________________________

Next of Kin _______________________________________________

Contact Number ___________________________________________

Signature ________________________________________________

Date ____________________________________________________

Please complete and return to:

Ms Vicki Wallis
School of Anatomy, Physiology and Human Biology
M309, The University of Western Australia
35 Stirling Highway
Crawley WA 6009